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O’Brien K (2016) Climate change and social transformations: is it time for a quantum leap? *WIREs Climate Change* 7:618–626 (9 pages)


Ryan K (2016) Incorporating emotional geography into climate change research: a case study in Londonderry, Vermont, USA. *Emotion, Space and Society*, 19:5-12 (8 pages)


Wamsler C (2018) Mind the gap: The role of mindfulness in adapting to increasing risk and climate change, Sustainability Science, Online (15 pages)


Woiwode C (2016) Off the beaten tracks: The neglected significance of interiority for sustainable urban development. Futures 84:82–97 (15 pages)


Note: Please note that 7,5 credit courses involve ≈1250 pages of reading. The above-listed references include ≈1150 pages. The students should select and read another ≈100 pages, which can be chosen based on the individual assignment topic. / Observera att eleverna ska välja och läsa ytterligare ≈150 sidor, som kommer att väljas utifrån ämnet för det skriftliga hemprovet.

Gender balance: The gender balance is 40/60% (female/male first author).